Greetings to all our Satanic Comrades and Warriors.

We have done the enemy a very big amount of damage. No offensive has been so big and continuous, like this one. We have accomplished this and this is our accomplishment. We have caused them insane damage and very much of it is to materialize in the future, as we go. We set a tune and there will be dancing.

We are mostly "done" with this. Since the Reversal Torah Ritual is ready, we will do this. We all have 2-3 days to rest [you can stop the Rituals to reverse the curses if you are exhausted, this will depend on your energy, but you can also start at once], then we will attack the next week. We can also attack at once, which is what should ideally be done. There is plenty of time to regenerate your energies, relax, be in slothz mode and ready to hit even harder for the next week, but only if you are exhausted. When the month is due, we will have time to relax and let the energy resonate. Then, more Torah Reversal Rituals will come.

WE WILL SHOW THE ENEMY OUR SUPERIORITY. NOW, THEY ARE NOT DEALING WITH "ROMANS", "EGYPTIANS", "ASSYRIANS", "BABYLONIANS", "ASIANS", "INDIANS", "NORDICS". THEY ARE DEALING WITH ALL THE SUPERIOR PEOPLE FROM *ALL* GENTILE RACES.

They are in the biggest trouble they have ever been. Now the war is taken on the only real and composite level that ALWAYS saved the ass of the jews. NOW is the time when the enemy really gets hit on their core, where they have never been hit by Humans before. Now we are really dealing with their insanity.

Those who are aware of all the flow of news and so forth, they can see this. We are making very serious impact.

This is when we must all tie in together. One Kosher Judaism organization talked about how it's okay to murder and kill us, Satanists and "Nazis" and that "god" takes no offence of this. Certain very valuable members have been also attacked offline, by these insane and criminal filths. For all those who have read the enemy, they know all this is the case truly. They know we are dealing literally, with the Worlds Greatest Evil.

Now we will all set today, the next upcoming tune of reversing the Kol Nidrei. This prayer, does something very vile. It attempts to remove attachments of someone to the deeds and crimes they have done, and project them to someone else who is innocent. Those of you who are aware of spirituality, you know Vows are really important. Spiritual Vows cannot really be renounced. This is very factual. Vows are also metaphorical for any action one vows themselves into, lets say, promotion of the Jew World Order dictates. Then, the jews are trying to wash their hands from
the astral outcomes these energies have. Normally, they should be hit with a
reaction, but they are forming a barrier to avoid the law "action = reaction" and to
put the reaction on the Gentiles, who are innocent. In plain fucking words, the jews
devour everything and YOU and ALL OF US GENTILES pay the bill, while
everyone is still left starving.

The jews are notorious for doing the greatest of crimes. Infact, on this Earth, they
are the criminal and gangster Race, towards all other people. They never got it
"coming" for what they have done. All other Gentiles have had been cursed, without
having committed anything. Just for resisting the psychopathic jews, many are 6
feet under. No, not persons, names and fames of people.

Whole Races have went extinct. The jews have also been cunning, spiritually
speaking. All the astral energy and outcomes of their atrocities, they have projected
onto Gentiles, specifically on their 7th chakra. This is the "Yom Kippur" Goat for
Azazel thing they do. Except of blaspheming the God Azazel, they are putting
insane curses on Gentiles. And they are putting all the nasty vibes and shit their
crimes do, on the Goat, which is symbolic of all Pagans (Gentiles).

All Gentiles as thus are living mostly bad or plain average lives, or in other places in
the world they suffer. If someone makes it higher, they are again punished or smited
in other ways. The criminal, liar and swindler prospers, they have it good and they
get it all good. Maybe the jews are the most accursed and vile Race, accursed by
Nature too, they get all sorts of nefarious diseases, all sorts of curses, "pogroms"
now and then, attacks, yet, they survive and they thrive like a giant tick on our back.
And they will of course devour your blood totally, while transferring deadly viruses.
This is obvious that obviously, things are dead-fucking-wrong.

Then you have their books, their Old Testament, their hoaxes of xianity and
everything - all these things creating a horrible life situation for Gentile people. This
can be seen everywhere in the world. It took centuries for people to be able to get a
decent meal, to learn to write, to have any so called "freedom". Many people are
still living enslaved, yet so many few people can understand this. Humanity is living
in a digital prison cell, a lie. People think they are free, but they are really enslaved.
Enslaved so tightly, that they have created all sorts of escapism to convince
themselves they are free. Yet even at this point, everything is better and there are
more freedoms. The enemy with economic warfare, propaganda, illegal
immigration, war in the Middle East, they are trying to put everything in destruction
and to subvert all Nations and States.

I see few people complaining. Nothing ever gets solved this way, or ever did.
Things get solved by Warriors. I am a Warrior, I know NO complaints. I only know
how to get shit done, contemplate things and how to bring anything to fruition. This
is like wanting to eat. First, do what you have to do, plant the seed. Then, you
naturally have to wait. You planted it, it’s there, it will grow obviously. Complaining
while waiting makes everything a torture, and it’s also stupid to do. It shows one
doesn't know what they are talking about if anything else. This comes directly from
not knowing the laws of Nature when it comes to magick and so forth. This is
normal, as the enemy stripped this all away. And in this case, many here do not know or understand these laws. So therefore, there must be a problem. This is the same thing as someone who doesn't know the Sun will come up again tomorrow. When the Sun goes, they think it's gone forever, or something in this regard. This is lack of knowledge and insight. The more advanced members do fill this in for anyone to see and understand.

The only problem is that not everyone is equally open spiritually, therefore, they cannot see far beyond than what is front of them. This is not evil, but this is also not True. In this case, our Workings come with a lag time, but these emerge later, in bursts, in one huge burst. The part of the mind that you do magick with, knows all the details. Like any working, it's done, it works, now we are moving on. We have literally breached many things and done insane damage, in so much of a short amount of time, with literal and physical proof. Members posted articles etc. You also have to read the News and be aware in your environment. Also, knowing and being aware of the "past". Due to lack of experience, many people don't know this. They think that it always was like this. Progress though has been steadily and very forcibly happening...The amount of people we have informed, outraged and brought out of the darkness is enormous. We have done insane damage with our Rituals, Education etc.

For instance, do you remember years ago when we did the Working for the Jewish leadership to fail? They did fail and this still works. Pissrael now has a most vile and bad reputation worldwide, in a hard position, to state one of our hundreds of accomplishments. This broke as of late and everyone is acutely aware of what is going on in the Middle East. The jews have been unable to protect their lies this time. People are coming out from everywhere and people KNOW. The enemy is acutely aware of the danger we all are. They literally come out in the hundreds. How much flaming was there for Pissrael in 2000? Who even knew anything if at all about the jews? Who educated against them? If you asked them then, they would think they had it all. Nowadays? Questionable as fuck. In how much time? 10-15 years? Even less for many people here, who are here for 2, 3 or 4 years.

Our people have been fighting for long, same with our Gods. Those who are elders here, you can see how much things have turned the tables...In a time INCOMPREHENSIBLE even for the enemy. It took them centuries to get where they are today. Yet, look at what the fuck is going on for them. And this is still not over, or close to being over. IT'S OVER WHEN IT'S DONE. We are Warriors here and a Warrior has to be pragmatic, not lunatic. It's evident that nothing, not even the monstrosity of the enemy, built itself out of nowhere. It took time, effort, and power. Everything in nature works that way. We are Warriors here. I don't doubt this in anyone and you should NOT doubt this in yourselves. PERIOD!

This fight between our Gentile people and the enemy has waged for centuries. Yet look at what is accomplished when REAL work is done, that is, to hit the enemy at their survival base, which is the SPIRITUAL power they possess. Few if anybody ever did them any damage with "Money" or "Resources" or anything, than what we have done with Spiritual Warfare. Real Warriors do NOT ask "oh mommy when is
this over, I can't take a tootoo". They ask "WHERE THE TARGET IS AND WHAT I CAN DO TO ABSOLVE THIS PROBLEM THAT HAS KILLED CENTURIES AND GENERATIONS OF MY PEOPLE". It should be evident. We are about so many more things here, than merely ourselves. Yet, we are including ourselves. This is evident. The more we push the enemy, the more we uplift ourselves and our world.

If you go some generations back, you will see brave Gentiles that really worked for what they wanted. They RAISED THEIR EMPIRES. They didn't just sit on the Sun and complain. This idea in this century that everything can be farted out like poof, and everything will go, is entirely a jewish low blow strike so that you will all be useless and waste your lives doing nothing, neither spiritually, nor mentally, nor physically. They went out there and brought their life where they wanted. People without delusions. I totally understand and I know how this feels, but one has to look beyond themselves at this point. The WORLD is at stake. The lives of billions of innocent people, who are walking unknowingly into the jewish meat grinder of Jew World Order. And yes, this includes your mother, your father, yourself, your sister or brother, your children if you have any, all the people to come and all the people that have been gone from this World. Literally everyone is concerned, whether they like it or accept it or not.

But just imagine, how did all the murdered people in WW1 and WW2 feel? How did the Egyptians feel when their people were butchered? How did 100 millions of Chinese people that were the finest and most civilized in Asia, feel when they died by Mao Zedong the communist? How did the Romans feel? How do the Yazidi people feel when they get raped and killed, right now as we speak? How the Middle Eastern people that have lost their homes and lives feel? How does everyone in the World feel, in the subconscious level, from this hoax of xianity and pisslam?

How did the English feel when they were worked as pigs? How did homosexuals feel in the Gulags? How are the Chinese feeling now, with all their emotions dead and not being able to utter a world of this Communist dictatorship they are living in, being worked to death? How are people who are working for dimes feeling, being unable to react and do anything? There are still people dying at the streets from hunger and deprivation. Just because they might not live in your neighbourhood, it doesn't mean they do not exist. They do. The list is so fucking endless, it's not worth it.

WE STAND RESOLUTE AND WE WILL END THIS PESTILENCE. IT'S A DIVINE PURPOSE. IT'S OUR WAR!!! IT'S *OUR* WORLD!!!

HAIL SATAN!!!

HAIL VICTORY!!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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